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Nomination Form

Deadline January 25, 2019  
(electronic submitttals only)

Project Name

 

Project Completion Date

  

Public Agency

 

Project Category
  Structures 
  Transportation 
  Environment 
  Historical Restoration/Preservation 
  Disaster or Emergency Construction/Repair

Project Division
  Less than $5 Million 
  $5 Million, but less than $25 Million 
  $25 Million–$75 Million 
  More than $75 Million

Managing Agency

Name

Title 

Agency/Organization

Address (if post o�ce box, include street address)

City  State/Province Zip/Postal Code

Phone   Fax

E-mail

Primary Contractor

Name

Title

Agency/Organization

 Address (if post o�ce box, include street address)

City  State/Province Zip-Postal Code

Phone   Fax

E-mail

Primary Consultant

Name

Title

Agency/Organization

 Address (if post o�ce box, include street address)

City  State/Province  Zip/Postal Code

Phone   Fax

E-mail

Continued...

Must be substantially completed (90%) and available for public 
use as of December 31, 20 1 .
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Public Works Project of the Year Award

Supporting Data Form

Please address each of the following 
areas in your nomination, adhering to the 
sequence below when possible.

•   Completion date contained in contract. Any time 
extensions granted should be addressed in the 
submittal. 

•   Construction schedule, management, and control 
techniques used. Use of alternative materials, 
practices of funding that demonstrates a 
commitment to sustainability.  

•   Safety performance including number of lost-time 
injuries per 1,000 man-hours worked and overall 
safety program employed during the 
construction phase.  

•   Environmental considerations including special 
steps taken to preserve and protect the environment,
endangered species, etc., during the construction 
phase.  

•   Community relations—a summary of the e�orts by 
the agency, consultant and contractor to protect public
lives and property, minimize public inconvenience and 
improve relations.

•   Unusual accomplishments under adverse conditions, 
including but not limited to, adverse weather, soil or 
site conditions, or other occurrences over which there
was no control.

•   Additional considerations you would like to bring to the 
attention of the project review panel, such as innovations 
in technology and/or management applications during the 
project.

NOTE: Supporting documentation is        limited to 20 pages, 
exclusive of photographs and nomination form. Photographs will 
be used for promotional purposes by the association. Submittal 
should include nomination form and supporting documentation 
form, and photographs. No letters of recommendation please. 
Simultaneous nomination of the same project in two categories is 
not permitted. 

Nominated by: (Can only be nominated by managing 
public agency or APWA chapters.) Projects that involve or reside 
within two or more chapters locations can be co-nomiated. Each 
chapter will receive credit to submit a PACE nomination. All 
chapters must be identi�ed on the nomination form and before 
the nominations are judged. 

Name

Title

Agency/Organization

 Address (if post o�ce box, include street address)

City  State/Province  Zip/Postal Code

Phone   Fax

E-mail
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Transportation ($5 Million, but less than $25 Million) 

 



 

 

The City of Spokane’s North Monroe Corridor Rebuild (North Monroe Corridor) is about creating a 
livable community that serves all the users of the street—from business customers and property owners 
to school kids and local families to motorists and transit riders. 

Prior to construction, the experience of driving and walking along the North Monroe Corridor was 
inhospitable.  Dilapidated road conditions, inadequate lighting, narrow lanes, crumbling sidewalks, lack 
of ADA facilities and hazardous parking bays. Businesses reported that they could often hear a “thunk” 
as a passing vehicle would smash the mirror of a parked car.  Prior to seeking funding for this project, 
this section of Monroe had experienced pedestrian fatalities and three additional non-fatal pedestrian 
collisions with cars within the Corridor.  

The project included a reconfiguration of the street to two travel lanes with a center turn lane, down 
from four tight travel lanes and a narrow center lane. The project was designed to provide balance on 
this important transportation and business corridor.  The project was designed to address several 
important factors, including:  

• Safety. 
• Traffic needs. 
• Business health. 
• Neighborhood health. 

Safety.  The project included three lanes of traffic, down from the previous five, created bumpouts at 
intersections, introduced three enhanced crossings at intersections with flashing yellow beacons, and 
widened sidewalks and parking bays.  All of this improved safety for pedestrians and motorists. 

Traffic needs. Traffic studies confirmed that a three-lane section could adequately handle the traffic on 
Monroe.  The project removed a traffic signal, allowing for more traffic through-put.  The City 
anticipated a small loss of traffic volume during the afternoon peak drive time, but at no other time do 
we expect to see any significant loss of traffic.  Traffic will slow, improving safety and accessibility. 

Business health. Improved parking, improved pedestrian access, and slightly slower traffic speeds will all 
combine to create an improved business environment.  Changes made within this project allow people 
to more readily see the businesses on the corridor and safely get out of their cars to reach them.  In 
addition, streetscape improvements were made that improved the attractiveness and walkability of the 
corridor. 

Neighborhood health.  Monroe bisects the Emerson-Garfield Neighborhood. The Neighborhood Plan 
anticipated a Monroe streetscape/safety project as its centerpiece to improve the neighborhood. This 
project helps to physically bring the neighborhood together by providing safer and clearer pedestrian 
crossings and more potential for vehicle turns into local businesses.  

Concerns 

Since its completion, the project has transformed this corridor.  However prior to construction, the 
project met significant opposition and concern, particularly from property and business owners along 
the corridor. The reduction in travel lanes, the impact of construction, and the operation of transit buses 
were the primary challenges raised by community members.  Some business and property owners on 
the corridor submitted a petition to stop the project, filed a $15 million damages claim against the City 
for potential lost revenue, began a “No on Monroe” billboard campaign, and applied pressure to local 
candidates running for City Council.  In addition, anonymous flyers encouraging a boycott of businesses 



 

 

supporting the project were posted along the corridor.  The City worked within this atmosphere to 
create a project that was successful and responsive to the overarching concerns of those impacted. 

Project Background and Description  

The origins of the North Monroe Corridor project 
date back to 2001, when the City adopted its 
Comprehensive Plan. The plan designated this 
section of North Monroe Street as an “economic 
corridor” where concentrated future growth is 
anticipated. Corridors are to contain a mix of uses 
with residents able to walk for daily service needs 
and to access public transit. The Comprehensive Plan 
development involved eight years of process, six 
years of meetings with dozens of civic organizations, 
input from thousands of citizens, and countless hours 
of deliberations. 

Following the corridor designation, Monroe Street was the subject of further definition as various 
programs assessed opportunities for improvements.  In 2010, the corridor was identified as a High 
Performance Transit Network (HPTN) corridor for Spokane Transit Authority.  

In 2012, the Emerson-Garfield Neighborhood, which includes the Monroe corridor, began neighborhood 
planning efforts. A project to revitalize North Monroe was the centerpiece of neighborhood’s plan, 
which was adopted by the City Council in July 2014. The Emerson-Garfield Neighborhood Plan was 
developed with considerable public outreach, including regular stakeholder meetings over two years, 
workshops, business outreach, surveys, newsletters, coordination with other public agencies, and 
sharing of information through the web, social media and other communication outlets. The goals of the 
Monroe planning effort were to enhance pedestrian safety, beautify the area, and support public 
transportation, business diversity, community resources, and neighborhood life.   

As the Emerson-Garfield planning was concluding, safety of the North Monroe Corridor was coming 
under community scrutiny due to a series of collisions, including a couple of fatalities.  The City’s elected 
leaders began asking for improvements to enhance safety on North Monroe.  The City began to seek 
grant funding for a North Monroe project. Two safety grants were awarded to the project in late 2014, 
and in January 2015, staff presented information on the grant funding to City Council.  By March 2015, 
the City began additional outreach to business and property owners and neighbors on the non-funded 
safety improvements of the project.  

That spring, the project was added to the City’s Six-Year Street Program, going through the public 
process with votes at the Plan Commission level and the City Council level in open public meetings. In 
the fall of 2015 the Plan Commission Transportation Subcommittee, charged with prioritizing projects on 
City arterials over the next 20 years, supported additional funding for pavement replacement as part of 
the project. 

The project then moved to the final scoping phase with community input. In May 2016, the City Council 
adopted a resolution to create a project advisory board with membership from legacy Monroe 
businesses, new Monroe businesses, neighbors, and residents. That advisory board held nine public 
meetings over six months between July and December 2016 to educate about the project, to seek input 



 

 

and to refine the project’s scope.  Also, during this time, a specific meeting was held for business and 
property owners along the corridor to get a better understanding of their needs. 

To confirm the results of the advisory board process, the City conducted an online survey related to the 
project in January 2017. Citizens viewed a comprehensive presentation of the project and then were 
asked to respond to questions. Some 700 people responded to the survey. Overall, 65 percent of those 
who responded were in favor of the project. Within the neighborhoods adjacent to Emerson-Garfield, 
67 percent were in favor of the project.  Within the Emerson-Garfield Neighborhood, where the project 
was located, 76 percent of those who responded were in favor of the project. 

Later in the first quarter of 2017, the City conducted a survey of property owners along the length of the 
proposed project.  Seventy-two responses were received from the 94 parcels along the corridor.  Of 
those who returned surveys, 50 percent supported the project and 50 percent were opposed. 

Additionally, the City conducted a survey of business owners along the project length. From the 83 
businesses along the project, 58 returned surveys. Of those who returned surveys, 68 percent were 
opposed and 32 percent were in favor of the project, with two of the surveys marked neutral.  As part of 
the surveys and public process conducted in 2016 and 2017, hundreds of comments were received. 
These comments were mixed.  

From these surveys, the public meetings and one-on-one meetings, favorable and unfavorable 
comments generally fell into one of seven or eight categories as summarized below. 

Of those in favor of the project, people cited: 
• Improved pedestrian safety. 
• Beautification and improved business corridor/streetscape. 
• Greater neighborhood cohesiveness. 
• Improved on-street parking. 
 
Of those against the project, people cited: 
• Concerns about the impact of construction on business. 
• Concerns about traffic congestion and longer commute times. 
• Concerns about waiting behind a bus. 
• Lower traffic counts due to slower traffic speeds translating into less business. 

Ultimately, the City used all of this information to make changes to the project scope to address 
concerns and to balance the needs of the various stakeholders.  



 

 

  



 

 

Outcomes & Changes 

Throughout the stakeholder outreach process, the City worked to develop a project that addressed 
public concerns, while maintaining the key elements and components of the project. The City balanced 
the varying current perspectives of stakeholders to deliver a project that accomplished the original goals 
for safety and economic improvement and also met the community’s expectations.  The North Monroe 
Corridor project was designed consistent with previous and current planning for the corridor, which 
included several separate significant public outreach efforts as listed in the outreach documentation 
below.   

In response to public input, the City made several significant changes to the project scope:   

• The project included three enhanced pedestrian crossings. Based on public input received, the City’s 
project was designed to include pedestrian activated yellow flashing beacons for these crossings. 
The initial concept to incorporate pedestrian refuge islands over the length of the project and a 
HAWK signal at one intersection were abandoned in order to avoid left-turn limitations and to 
facilitate improved emergency vehicle access. 

• Based on public input concerning the traffic impact of buses stopping on the new three lane 
roadway, the City’s project was amended to incorporate three pairs of bus stops instead of four 
reducing the number of times a bus will stop. Initially, all locations were to be in-lane stops, but the 
City developed a compromise that would limit the bus’s impact on daily commute times. Two 
locations in the northbound direction (the heaviest during the evening commute) were designed to 
have buses stop out of the primary lane of travel.  The City worked with Community Colleges of 
Spokane who donated a portion of their parking lot to allow room for a pullout.  In another location 
the stop was shifted a block to correspond to where a lane is added so the bus can stop in the right 
lane while traffic can remain in the left lane.  

• In response to significant concerns expressed from the business community about anticipated loss 
of income during a conventional two-year construction timeline, City engineers developed a plan 
that would limit the time of construction to a single construction season.  It was clear that a single 
contract/contractor would not likely complete the 16 block project while maintain sufficient access 
within one construction season.  To meet the truncated single-season timeline, the City split the 
project into two contracts, each consisting of half of the project, which were run simultaneously. 
Each of the two contracts was divided into two stages.  The contractors were required to start and 
work until finished on the northern half of each project.  Following completion of the northern half, 
work shifted to the south half of each contract.  This approach maintained space between the two 
contractors, and reduced detour areas at any given time during construction, allowing customers 
more direct access to individual businesses on the corridor.   

The City used a similar construction method on a project a year earlier on another business corridor. 
Full closure of smaller sections allowed the contractor to move more rapidly through the work while 
providing better access to businesses within the project. This change allowed for the work to be 
completed in a single construction season, rather than in two.  

• Stormwater updates included the use of two new elements:  a biofiltration channel at the north end 
of the project, and subsurface soil cell infiltration galleries on side-streets down the remainder of 
the corridor.  Permeable concrete sidewalk sections were also installed to reduce the volume of 
stormwater collected within the street area.  



 

 

The original concept had included permeable concrete pavement in parking areas in coordination 
with infiltration cells, but the time for construction for this option was a particular concern.  The 
revised concept allowed phased construction of the stormwater updates.  It was determined that 
the immediate needs could be addressed through installation of the biofiltration channel and 
permeable sidewalk as part of the project.  At a later date, soil cells could be installed in side streets 
with minimal disturbance to Monroe Street.   

• Finally, to address public input related 
to maximizing access to businesses 
during construction, the City’s traffic 
engineers developed a set of east-
west routes to and through the 
construction zone which were to be 
maintained during the entire project.  
This provided businesses and 
customers a consistent access location 
throughout the project duration and a 
developed a parallel detour with 
business specific name/logo signage at 
each intersection along the detour.   

Response to Application Questions 

Contract Completion Date 

In order to fulfill the promise to the neighborhood, property owners, and business owners that 
construction of the North Monroe Corridor Project would be completed within one construction season, 
the City of Spokane chose to award two distinct contracts (with the outcome of utilizing, after a 
competitive bidding process, two unrelated contractors).  More information on this method will be 
provided later in this submittal.   

   North Monroe 1 – Indiana to 
Grace (Project #:  2015054) 

North Monroe 2 – Grace to Kiernan 
(Project # 2017145) 

Contractor Murphy Brothers Red Diamond 
Council Approval/ Award   March 5, 2018 February 26, 2018 
Notice to Proceed   March 19, 2018 March 19, 2018 
Working Days 120 120 
Days Worked 102 106 
Change orders 12 to date 22 to date 
Substantially Completed August 31, 2018  September 5, 2018  
 
North Monroe Corridor was closed to through traffic for construction on March 19, 2018, it re-opened 
to traffic on September 6, 2018, 14 days earlier than designated by contract.  No days were added to the 
contract via change order.   $80,000 was paid to contractors for early completion.     

 

 



 

 

Construction takes place on the north and south end of Monroe 
Street. 

Construction schedule, management, and control techniques used.  Use of alternate materials, 
practices of funding that demonstrates a commitment to sustainability.   

The North Monroe Corridor project was initially highly controversial.  The planned construction would 
impact almost 80 small businesses along at 16 block stretch of one of the City’s primary access points to 
the City Center.   Preliminary scoping of the project alerted the City to the need to encapsulate the 
disruption of the corridor into one construction season and to maximize customer access to businesses 
along the corridor during construction.   

The North Monroe Corridor project was federalized with FHWA funds, which brought additional 
contracting and construction requirements.  Some of these additional requirements included:    Buy 
America, extensive training (both contractors had to employee one female or minority trainee for a 
minimum of 400 hours on each project) and meeting the goals of UDBE.  Meeting the goals of UDBE 
proved cumbersome due to the inadequate quantity of UDBE certified contractors within 200 miles of 
the project.   Adding to this challenge was the competition of these firms’ times on various other 
projects, making their utility and availability for this project exceedingly challenging.   

Construction schedule, management and control techniques used.   

The City of Spokane’s design and construction teams incorporated a variety of construction scheduling, 
management and control techniques that provided for exceptional project delivery (with an outcome of 
project completion 32 days less than the number of combined working days designated contractually).   
Three major approaches that successfully supported this project include:  
 
• Splitting the overall North Monroe 

Corridor project into two contracts 
(utilizing two separate contractors).   

• Maintaining East/West access 
across Monroe Street at all times in 
each of the two projects.   

• Incorporating a two phased 
approach to completion of work in 
each of the two projects.   

• Highly attentive oversight/attention 
to detail by all levels of City staff 
over detailed project elements 
(beginning in the design stage).   

 
To facilitate these strong needs and 
business expectations, the City 
determined that the project should be 
divided into two separate contracts and 
each contract must be overseen by a 
different construction management team (in the event that one contractor won both awards).  This 
method pressed each project manager to target their attention and efforts on a very specific project 
area, leaving other areas along the corridor to remain open for business.  The method reduced the 
overlap of primary resources between the two sides of the project, and created a motivating factor for 
the contractor(s) to address emerging issues swiftly.    



 

 

The 16-block North Monroe Corridor project was broken down into two contracts of roughly eight 
blocks each.  Within each of these eight block segments, each contractor was required to complete work 
within a four block segment.  Once work on the initial four block segment was substantially complete, 
the contractor was allowed to begin work on the second four block segment.  Within the overall 16 
blocks of the project, these four block segments were staggered (four blocks open, four blocks closed, 
four blocks open, four blocks closed).  This increased the ability of customers to access individual 
businesses and allowed for some movement on the street.   
 
Maintaining customer access to businesses was a key success factor in the development of this project.  
During design, the design engineer worked with business owners to identify the most effective manner 
to meet this goal.  Requirements for construction around driveways and access--including temporary 
egresses, ensuring driveway accessibility, accommodating truck deliveries, and maintaining multiple 
drive-through lanes were documented in the contracts.   
 
City staff monitoring of and attention to detail during the construction of this project was like no other 
in Spokane’s history.  The City’s design engineer set the stage for this level of oversight in an initial 
requirement for the contractors to provide a Type B Progress Schedule depicting the entire project 
documenting key dates and durations, the critical path, activities and milestones, etc.  This attention to 
detail and monitoring factored into every element of design, daily construction oversite by inspectors, 
field engineer, and construction manager over the smallest of details, discussion at weekly meetings of 
any planned changes, active review and consideration of all concerns/complaints with contractor and 
City construction staff.  In addition to detailed contractor monitoring, coordination with other City 
departments (Water, Wastewater, Streets, Solid Waste, and Urban Forestry) and private utilities was 
highly integrated to provide project streamlining and active engagement in service to the business and 
property owners.   
 
The effect of this design decision was to shorten the period of time that each section of the project 
remained closed and therefor minimizing economic impacts to affected businesses.  Each contractor was 
allocated 120 working days (240 total combined working days).  The overall project was completed in 
208 days, 32 days in advance of the originally estimated timeframe.   
 
Use of alternate materials, practices of funding that demonstrates a commitment to sustainability.   

Since about 2015, the City has used an integrated approach to street reconstruction. This is a holistic 
approach to public works projects that considers how the City can accomplish multiple objectives within 
in a single project.  The idea is to create added value for our citizens.   

The City approaches street projects using a three-dimensional view of the street.  Included in that view 
are those traditional surface transportation pieces like sidewalks, bike lanes, and vehicle travel lanes. 
The expanded view includes below-ground connectivity for utilities and infrastructure such as water, 
sewer, stormwater, natural gas, electricity, and telecommunications.  Under this integrated approach, 
the City now considers all the work that needs to be done along a street—above and below ground—
and works that into a single project that is more affordable and less disruptive in the long-term. 

Combining the work into a single project saves money over the cost of completing individual elements in 
multiple projects. The approach also inconveniences the public once, rather than several times, and 
avoids cutting into the new street to make underground improvements. 



 

 

The integrated approach was used on the North Monroe Corridor. The project included water main 
replacement, stormwater collection system improvements, various pedestrian enhancements, new 
lighting, coordination with private utilities for needed upgrades, and the opportunity for property 
owner-requested water service line upgrades at a shared cost resulting in a savings to property owners.     
 
Additionally, the North Monroe Corridor project incorporated construction of adjacent stormwater 
infiltration facilities, which reduce the volume of stormwater being conveyed to the Spokane River.  
The removal of stormwater volume from the conveyance system also reduces the cost of maintaining 
pipeworks.  Stormwater for the corridor is treated by collecting to a biofiltration channel at the north 
end of the project.  The biofiltration channel was built on undeveloped City owned property near the 
base of the hill.  The conversation to a stormwater facility facilitated not only the treatment of 
stormwater falling on Monroe Street, but also treatment of stormwater collected from 4.4 acres of 
roadways upstream.  The new facility is landscaped to provide aesthetic improvements to the corridor 
and creates a more inviting atmosphere for walking and biking.   
 
The southern portion of the project also improved stormwater conditions, but as mentioned earlier 
these improvements will take full fruition at a later date.  This project did set up appropriate piping and 
flow-works to be able to connect subsurface soil cell infiltration galleries in the side streets off of 
Monroe.  These soil cells will facilitate the removal of another 2.7 acres of upstream stormwater 
collection area.  The project also used permeable concrete incorporated into sidewalks near some 
intersections to reduce the amount of stormwater spilling from sidewalks into the streets and thus into 
the stormwater collective.   
 
Other financially responsible and future-focused features of the North Monroe Corridor project include 
the utilization of lower cost of replacement materials for above ground amenity elements where 
replacement due to breakage or theft is expected.  These included installation of stock lighting 
consistent with lighting in other areas around the City, a tree grate style that was easily accessible, the 
installation of drip lines in electric poles in areas where future basket plantings by local business 
community are expected, the inclusion of power and communication conduits for future use and the 
installation of high performance transit facilities.  Full high-performance transit features have not been 
implemented yet, but the infrastructure is available for future use.  Although these elements are added 
to the project, they were added with consideration of long-term maintenance needs, have the potential 
to enhance the neighborhood sense of place, and support the economic vitality potential of the corridor.    
 
Safety performance including number of lost-time injuries per 1,000 man-hours worked and overall 
safety program employed during the construction phase.   
 
As with all construction projects, safety issues fall into at least two categories, ensuring the construction 
workers are provided adequate safety protection, and ensuring that the public that engages with the 
construction are provided safe passage/separation.   
Each contractor implemented a worker safety plan, which included a Safety Coordinator who was 
responsible for overseeing the plan elements.  There was no lost time of work related to injuries on this 
project.  The contractors’ worker safety plans are major documents identifying issues of safety in great 
detail, the following key elements were noted as the most significant needs in the North Monroe 
Corridor Project: 
 



 

 

• Contractor provides respirator for all workers during periods of air quality incidents impacting 
workers;  

• Read, participate in team discussions and comply with the Safety Plan (including such topics as:  
injury and illness procedures, heat stress prevention, confined space, electrical, ergonomics, 
excavation, trenching and shoring, hearing conservation, job site safety procedures, and crisis 
management); 

• Complete applicable training as appropriate prior to engaging on site in related activities; 
• Participate in health and safety orientations; 
• Utilize personal protective equipment as appropriate; 
• Report incidents and conduct incident investigations; 
• Develop safety documentation;  
• Clarify communications for emergency responders; and 
• Safety coordinator responsible for acting as technical expert in all elements of the worker safety 

plan. 
 
Public safety was also a concern on the North Monroe Corridor Project.  As cross streets were open 
during the project, key attention was paid to movement of people and vehicles next to and across the 
street.  Pedestrian pathways were developed and marked, traffic control was monitored with signage 
and staff, flaggers were used as needed, roads were closed when adequate arrangements could not be 
provided, and close attention was paid to the safety and walkability of pavement and walkway surfaces.  
No accidents impacting people were reported on the project.   
 
Environmental considerations including special steps taken to preserve and protect the environment, 
endangered species, etc. during the construction phase. 
 
As in much of Washington State, the City of Spokane is situated in a region which is of current and 
historical importance to native peoples.  With its proximity and relationship to the Spokane River, the 
significance to this connection is always pertinent to all of Spokane’s construction projects.  In 
preparation for the North Monroe Corridor project, both SEPA and NEPA were conducted.  Although a 
determination of non-significance was made, the Spokane Tribe of Indians noted that part of the project 
impacted an overlook which had the potential for culturally significant findings.   As a protection 
measure, the bluff was monitored throughout the project by a representative of the Spokane Tribe of 
Indians.  No artifacts were uncovered during the construction project.   
 
Although there were no major environmental issues, the City did incorporate considerations of future 
environmental impacts into the project and worked to mitigate these impacts through the installation of 
a low water use irrigation system, drainage swales, permeable surfaces within the sidewalk, and 
LED/light sensitive lighting along the corridor.  The entire project utilized 20 percent Recycled Asphalt 
Pavement in the production of the new Hot Mix Asphalt placed on the street surface.  In addition, the 
contractor on the north half of the project proposed/incorporated a Value Engineering Change Proposal 
(VECP) to replace 50 percent of the crushed surfacing top course under the asphalt with processed 
Recycled Asphalt Pavement that came from Monroe.  This plan provided a cost saving and resulted in an 
additional use of recycled materials.   
 



 

 

Community relations—a summary of the efforts by the agency, consultant and contractor to protect 
public lives and property, minimize public inconvenience and improve relations. 
 
As noted earlier, The North Monroe Corridor Project began mired in controversy.   One of the primary 
goals of the project was to work through all City avenues to complete the project within the timeframe 
promised and to work collaboratively with businesses and others most impacted by the project to 
overcome this controversy and to work to develop more focused engagement on a framework that 
supported robust community relations.   
 
The City worked to strengthen relationships through a 
number of avenues: 
 
• Utilization of a Construction Relations Manager.  This 

position was hired in advance of the project and was 
proven to be an invaluable liaison for the City of 
Spokane at every step and set the standard by which 
the City will continue to work with our community in 
the future.  The Construction Relations Manager 
provided a professional presence, serving as an 
advocate for businesses, property owners and 
residents.  This person provided communication and 
an in the field contact, working with City engineers 
and construction management personnel to resolve 
issues rapidly and consistently and worked to meet 
the expectations of the stakeholders.   

• Predesign meetings/discussions with business and 
property owners to address individual needs including:   
o Access for customers, businesses employees and 

delivery vehicles during construction. 
o Placement of on-sidewalk amenities (trees, 

benches, bike racks, raised planters). 
o Specific details relating to driveway placement, 

including coordination of driveway placement 
between businesses, where requested. 

o Potential for upgrades to water service lines. 
o Construction timing/phasing to limit impacts. 
o Individually designed business signs for detour, 

with business name and/or logo. 
o Other key business needs accommodation, 

including building renovation, access for special 
events, and more.  
 Collection of phone and email contact 

information to provide timely 
communication. 

 Rumor abatement. 



 

 

• Incorporation of some distinctive amenities into the project design, including:  pedestrian-
activated beacons, pedestrian-oriented sidewalks, narrowed crosswalk distances with bump 
outs, expanded aesthetically pleasing pedestrian lighting, bike racks, transit shelters (with solid 
waste containers) and the addition of street name stamps in the sidewalk. 

• Strengthening of expectations for communications/notifications from contractors through 
modification of the Contractor Public Liaison specifications.  These enhanced expectations 
included: 
o Notifications written in narrative format. 
o Weekly communications with businesses. 
o Documentation of communications. 
o Expectation that all complaints received consideration and where appropriate, discussion 

with City Field Engineer and Engineering Management. 

• Creation of open lines of communication with Contractor through identified Public Liaison, City 
staff including inspector, field engineer, construction relations manager, and Spokane Transit 
Authority, in conjunction with keen attention to responsiveness to inquiries. 

• Ongoing interactive communication between City staff and business owners/property 
owners/neighborhood group, general public through a number of methods including: 
o Informational meeting just prior to start of project. 
o Informational emails to those most affected by the project identifying emerging issues, 

timing, and obtaining feedback. 
o In person, on-site meetings with construction team including weekly meetings for each side 

of the project and weekly meeting with the construction relations manager. 

• Active engagement by City staff in working to address emerging issues such as 
o Conflict resolution between business owners/contractors, business owners/business owners 

and business owners/residents. 
o Modification of detour/access signage during the project based upon local feedback. 
o Vandalism. 
o Speeding along the project and within the adjacent neighborhood. 
o Rumor abatement. 

In addition to traditional relationship-strengthening techniques, the City developed and implemented a 
pilot program built to provide Enhanced Business Support.  The Enhanced Business Support Program 
was the first of its kind by the City of Spokane.  The development of this program was a coordinated 
effort between the departments of Public Works and Planning and Development.   
 
An Enhanced Business Support Program was developed to help mitigate the impacts of the construction 
on those along the business corridor.  The program was developed based on feedback and information 
from businesses and residents along the Monroe corridor and from previous projects and research of 
best practices throughout the country. Two successful models were standouts:  City of Milwaukee, 



 

 

Construction Mitigation Program1 and the Albuquerque Rapid Transit (ART) outreach program (D. 
Crawford, Deputy Director, ABQ Ride, personal communication, September 19, 2017).   
 
The Enhanced Business Support pilot program was offered to the approximately 80 businesses along the 
project corridor and included a variety of business supports including:  a façade improvement program, 
a marketing program, business development and coaching, a revolving loan program, and individualized 
business signage for use on the detour.  As a package, these programs were quite successful and are 
further detailed below.  In addition, the pilot program developed on the North Monroe Corridor project 
will be considered in future projects involving impacts to adjacent businesses.   
 
Façade Improvement Program (matching grant)  
 
The Façade Improvement Program worked as a collaborative program between business/property 
owners and the City of Spokane, designed to upgrade tired building faces along the corridor to create a 
better overall look on the revitalized street.  For eligible façade improvements, the City of Spokane 
would purchase a temporary façade easement and provide a grant to the property owner of 50 percent 
of the project with a limit of $10,000 per business façade.  The Façade Improvement Program was 
initially funded by a City Council budget appropriation of $150,000.  Twenty-seven applications were 
initially received when the program opened. Applicants requested a total of $211,000, with planned 
spending of $849,000 in private funds. Council approved an increase in the funding to accommodate the 
demand.  In addition to the funding, the City offered applicants the assistance of a Senior Urban 
Designer to help cultivate their proposals. The façade program created immediate tangible good will 
with the business interests/property owners as well as added a facelift to distressed street frontages.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
1 McCready, B., Ritz, I., Sanchez-Moyano, R. (2010).  City of Milwaukee:  Construction Mitigation 
Program.  Workshop in Public Affairs, Domestic Issues.  Robert M. LaFollette, School of Public Affairs, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison.   

The Façade Improvement Program transformed Tossed and 
Found Antique’s exterior. Bottom image is before the 

program and the top is after! 



 

 

The Beatles using our new Monroe Street crosswalk! 

Marketing Program “Meet on Monroe”  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The City-sponsored marketing program for the North Monroe Corridor project identified three focus 
areas:   

• Build public awareness that businesses are open during construction. 
• Direct potential customers to the businesses on North Monroe during construction. 
• Create a sense of excitement for the finished project. 

 
The City issued a Request for Proposals 
(RFP) for the marketing campaign with a 
budget of $49,000 in addition to internal 
costs of printed materials.  The Contract 
was awarded to Rogue Heart Media, which 
also happens to be located on the project 
corridor.  Rogue Heart incorporated 
ongoing feedback from a stakeholder 
group made up of neighborhood, business, 
and elected official representatives.  The 
marketing campaign was a huge success, 
utilizing a single page microsite, access 
map, a consumer-focused Facebook page, 
a MailChimp monthly newsletter, and 

inserts in the utility bills.  The content used to populate these information avenues included 
photographs, web videos, campaign design elements, maps for print and digital use, audio assets for 
radio, collateral design.   
 
Through their Facebook video series “Meet the Regulars,” Rogue Heart provided interested citizens with 
the details of construction (process, activities, accomplishments, etc.) and highlighted the customers’ 
perspectives and services of businesses along the corridor.  This video series personalized the businesses 
on the corridor.  Below are just two examples of the type of product developed, please see:   
 
Meet the Regulars: Linda, Joe, & Donut - http://bit.ly/MeettheRegulars 
Ladies & Gentleman…. Let the Asphalt Begin! - http://bit.ly/LettheAsphaltBegin 

https://www.facebook.com/MeetonMonroe/
https://www.facebook.com/MeetonMonroe/videos/565488043903137/
http://bit.ly/MeettheRegulars
https://www.facebook.com/MeetonMonroe/videos/333158934095380/
http://bit.ly/LettheAsphaltBegin


 

 

Over 50 businesses received social media promotion, and 124 events were posted on the Meet on 
Monroe Event Calendar.  The website had over 8,500 unique users, many of whom were referred to the 
site by local news agencies.  The interactive access map had over 2,400 users, 58 percent of which were 
mobile users, and the Facebook account generated over 2,500 followers, 125 published pieces of 
organic content and 37 unique videos.   
 
Following the completion of the project, the assets from the marketing program “Meet on Monroe were 
transferred to the North Monroe Business District.  The City investment into this marketing program 
provided a structure for future engagement and development of social capital in this neighborhood and 
business corridor.   
 
Business Development and Coaching 
 
During a previous construction project, business owners noted that having some assistance for business 
development would be useful in helping support business survival during a long construction period.  
Based on this real-time feedback, the City set aside $15,000 in funds for business development and 
coaching.  The City contracted the Washington State Small Business Development Center (WSBDC) to 
survey businesses along the corridor to provide technical assistance to individual businesses on an “as 
needed,” no cost basis.  WSBDC has expertise in a variety of business needs, including business planning, 
cash flow planning, expense reductions, market research, expansion of markets, development of e-
commerce options and more. Overall, WSBDC provided assistance to 13 small businesses along the 
construction corridor.  In addition to individualized meetings with businesses, WSBDC coordinated a 
2.5hour Partnership Marketing workshop, focused on strategies to engage customers and avoid lost 
business.  Approximately $7,500 of the allocated funds were utilized and a final report was presented, 
setting the stage for future use of such City sponsored business development and coaching activities.   
 
Revolving Loan Program  
 
In partnership with the City of Spokane through $50,000 of CDBG funding, Craft3 (non-profit lender), 
offered working capital loans to eligible businesses located along the North Monroe Corridor to support 
business operations during construction disruption.  The loans provided a fixed interest rate of 5.5 
percent (which the City supported through a buy down of the interest rate).  In addition, access to the 
loan program was supported through less arduous credit screening and underwriting requirements than 
those of traditional lending institutions.  Borrowers made interest only payments during construction 
and for the first three months following the completion of construction.  Three businesses accessed 
financing through this program, preserving $1.9 million in local owner-occupied real estate, retaining 11 
jobs.     
 
Individualized Business Signage 
 
Since customer access to businesses during the construction period was a key focus in this project, the 
City worked early in the design process to identify methods of assuring the highest potential for success.  
One of the supporting methods included the development of a new style of individual business signage 
for the approved detour route.  Each business was asked to provide up to two lines of verbiage/logo for 
a sign (which would then be posted on a blue background).  The construction relations manager worked 
with all of the businesses to identify colors/fonts.  Designs were then submitted through the contractor 

http://www.monroeproject.com/access-map/


 

 

to the sign manufacturer, created, and assembled into a collection appropriate for a specific intersection 
(identified by the design engineer within the contract).  Two sets of signs were made for each business 
(one for each direction of traffic).  When the project shifted into the second phase, the location of the 
business detour signs was modified to again provide for the most ease of access.  In addition to the 
individual business signage, additional “local businesses open” signage was placed.  The City received 
ongoing feedback during the project from the public that the addition of the specialized detour signage 
created a new awareness of the businesses along the North Monroe Corridor and led to an increase in 
patronage in the area.    
 
While design, communications, and the Enhanced Business Support program made strides in community 
relations, the contractors played a crucial role in creating a positively focused construction environment. 

For example, Murphy Brothers (south side of project) took special care roller testing and seismic 
monitoring for vibrations for a historically established printing company with highly sensitive 
equipment.  Red Diamond (north side of project) actively engaged in community building through a 
variety of interactions.  The contractor:       

o Expended approximately $5,800 during the project on crew lunches with local restaurants 
and cafes,  

o Worked collaboratively with the business owner, donating design, labor and equipment to 
complete site work for access to an economically essential fast food drive-thru markedly 
affected by the construction process, 

o Provided construction equipment and dedicated time to a day-long interactive 
demonstration for the public at the Monroe Block Festival, 

o Salvaged portions of the removed street name stamped concrete and returned it to 
interested businesses for future use in corridor art/branding.   

 
Both contractors’ commitment to supporting small businesses through the construction process was 
noticed and appreciated by many of the businesses impacted throughout the project.  In the recent 
anonymous evaluative survey of the project one business owner commented, 

“I was impressed with the City and Red Diamond. I think that everything was done that 
could be done to make it through. It was hard when the construction was in front of my 
business....I had to spend my own money to keep my business going, but I still feel that 
the project was worthwhile and I'm loving the result.” 

There were a number of small projects that weren’t directly 
specified in the contract where in which the contractors 
“went the extra mile” to support business growth and re-
development needs, some of which include:  tailoring ADA 
ramps to planned façade improvements, removal of extra 
concrete, creation of specially designed sidewalks and 
driveways, shifting location of power poles, extra 
consideration given to the protection of a building against 
erosion, creation of a waiting area (during construction) for 
customers, grading of alleys, pruning of bushes within an 
alley to protect vehicles, provision of extra barriers to re-
direct traffic, etc.   



 

 

Last, in addition to the exceptional work and attention provided by the contractors, and Spokane Transit 
Authority, the City team must be noted within this nomination.  Only rarely are there those projects in 
which each and every person understands the overarching needs of a project and of the importance of 
the role that they play within the project team.  Occasionally each individual meets the goal of providing 
a superior level of customer service.  As the outcomes of this project are discussed and considered, the 
success achieved through individual and team responsibility, accountability, attention to detail, and 
leadership materializes as a pivotal factor.   
 
Unusual accomplishments under adverse conditions, including but not limited to, adverse weather, 
soil or site conditions, or other occurrences over which there was no control. 
 
As in most regions across Washington State, air quality degradation due to forest fires impacted all 
aspects of living and working during the summer and fall of 2018, but on at least one day, Spokane’s air 
quality was the worst in the nation.  In addition to the hazardous air quality, construction workers had to 
work during five working days of temperatures of 100+ degrees and another 7 working days of heat 
exceeding 95 degrees.  During the worst period, work was shut down only one day on August 20, when 
the air quality index reached a hazard level of 382.  On this day, all local residents were advised by the 
Spokane Regional Clean Air Authority to stay inside.  Respirators were supplied to contractor staff on the 
many days that air quality was unhealthy.   
 
The very high temperatures affected contractors and affected concrete pours.  Crews had to pay special 
attention to maintain hydration and the heat created obstacles in pouring, curing and finishing of the 
concrete. During the final stages of construction, pours had to be completed prior to high heat periods.  
Pours had to stop by 11:00 a.m., significantly slowing production.   
 
Additional considerations you would like to bring to the attention of the project review panel, such as 
innovations in technology and/or management applications during the project. 
 
As noted throughout this nomination, the North Monroe Corridor project began mired in controversy. It 
required a level of coordination and communication within and among City departments, between the 
City, Contractors and the public, and between contractors (who were working in close proximity and 
both impacting neighborhoods with large truck traffic).  With two contractors working concurrently, the 
project was completed 32 days in advance of the originally estimated timeframe.  This not only reduced 
the number of days but kept the project to one construction season rather than the original proposal of 
a two year project.   
 
The level of attention put forth by the contractors in working with businesses to provide access for 
customers and deliveries provided for an outcome that shifted much of the negative attitudes about the 
project towards the positive as shown in a recently conducted evaluative survey.  After the completion 
of the North Monroe Corridor project, the City of Spokane developed and conducted an evaluative 
survey which was distributed to business and property owners along the North Monroe Corridor and to 
the Emerson-Garfield Neighborhood.  This survey focused on receiving feedback relating to design, 
detour and construction access, construction communications, business support programs, construction 
efforts, contracting team, and transit.  The City received seventy seven responses to the anonymous 
survey and below are a few key results. 
 



 

 

Construction staging approach:  Of the 73 people that provided feedback on the construction staging 
approach (two contractors each with two phases of work), 9.6 % found that this method   not effective, 
23.29% found this method somewhat effective, and 58.9% found this method very effective (8.2% had 
no opinion).   
 
Maintaining access to businesses:  Of the 71 people that provided feedback on the effectiveness of the 
City’s effort to maintain access to businesses during construction, 9.9% found the effort to be not very 
effective, 36.6% found the City’s effort to be somewhat effective, and 50.7% found the effort to be very 
effective (2.8% had no opinion).   
 
Overall satisfaction with communications during construction:  Of the 67 people that provided feedback 
on their overall satisfaction with communications during construction, 10.5% were not very satisfied,  
19.4% were somewhat satisfied, and 64.2% were very satisfied  (6% had no opinion).   
 
In addition, more than 55% of the respondents learned something new about a business that caused 
them to begin patronizing the business, and comparison of the overall view of the North Monroe 
Corridor project before and after the project the following results were provided (from 63 respondents):  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

In addition to these positive evaluative survey results, the Emerson-Garfield Farmer’s Market notified 
the City that market sales were up 10% year on year despite construction and increased competition 
citywide. 
 
Although the City understands that this construction (as with any major construction project) was highly 
disruptive of normal business, the City’s tax receipts indicate that there was not significant financial loss 
to a cross section of businesses during the construction project2.  The City conducted a brief analysis of 
twenty businesses along the Monroe Street corridor within the project area that are primarily on-
premises, retail-focused, and were also operational at the same location in 2017. The construction 
period was approximately April through September; therefore, by comparing these months in 2017 vs. 
2018 we were able to get an idea of the impact construction had on these representative businesses.  

                                                           
2 Analysis:  Overall, for these 20 businesses, there was little change in total taxable sales. The change for 
individual businesses varied, although generally not greatly, with some doing better than 2017 and some 
doing worse. The street reopened on September 6th so for that month only the first half was affected by 
construction while the last half perhaps benefitted from increased interest, i.e. a “honeymoon phase.” If 
September were to be excluded, the overall change from Apr-Aug was -2%. For reference, October 2018 
was up 6% over the prior year. 
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